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A LETTER OF CONDOLENCE 

 

From All Members and Participants of 

Tigrai Development Association (TDA) 

San Diego, California CHAPTER 
 

EYASU BERHE, THE BELOVED SON OF ALL PEOPLE: 

 

We like to express and share our condolences to all our people in general and EYASU’S family 

in particular. Eyasu died with his “Boots on” …He lived, he loved, and he never missed an 

opportunity to cherish life... He didn’t die in bed, but he has gained martyrs’’ respect. What a 

Hero Son of Heroes!!! 

Eyasu Berhe has passed physically but he is the highest monument that will remain erected in 

our hearts forever.  Nobody lives forever, however to go living such everlasting good legacy 

behind is a milestone that distinguishes a good man of a firmness and good manner. This is 

EYASU BERHE. We are sad, but we don’t cry because he paid life scarify like those of his hero 

comrades at the war front fighting against poverty, the worst enemy of our people.  

He personified this: 

For Eyasu, the love of God given and received was his truest human freedom. Determination was 

his source of mission. When EYASU was ready for field to join TPLF, the recruiting people 

challenged him not to go. Hes’ replay was I am determined; let me go because I have some 

important thing to contribute. Of course we are witnesses of that something big, his dedication 

for life to serve people. Eyasu was the first legendary artist that ever lived in our society.  

Eyasu was complete in every aspects of art: writes his own songs, directs music and commands 

national stages and communicates effectively. He was a gifted poet, and a harmonious singer. 

Eyasu was the best public speaker and comedian. He lived for people; with his poem and song 

Eyasu touches many hearts at once. He knows how to encourage and comfort in sorrow. He 

makes people laugh with meaningful jokes and educates them through the joy of music. 

Eyasu Berhe was the main spring of the ever drying art. He was the most loved and respected 

one in the field of art and its reservation. To miss this unique artist is the most soul emotive of 

sorrow. A hero survives by his heroism; Eyasu lived heroic life and passed heroically.  

May God receive his Soul, 
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